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Soft Skills and Language Instruction
By Lydia Mans

When English language learners
come to Canada, they bring with
them the soft skills from their home
culture. This includes the language
for interacting positively with others.
However, what is beneficial and acceptable in their home country, may
not be in Canada. Canadian culture
isn’t as hierarchical as some learners’ home culture and Canada falls
in the middle of the direct and indirect spectrum. Therefore, EAL
teachers should give their students
strategies for how they can adjust
their language to follow the subtle
nuances that are present in our language.

how, if he had to give negative
feedback in France, it was appropriate to say, “Re-do section 3; it’s
wrong.”, but in Canada, the same
message would be communicated
as “Oh it’s a good report; you may
want to look at section 3 some
more.” (La Roche, 2012). As a result, when he was working for Proctor and Gamble in Canada, many
technicians did not want to work
with him.

However, it is not just employers
and colleagues who notice soft
skills; it is also friends, people in the
grocery store, neighbours, and
classmates. Therefore, if someone
The need for soft skills is very imspeaks with excellent grammar and
portant in the Canadian workplace pronunciation but the receiver finds
because most Canadian employers their message harsh or too authorivalue technical and soft skills
tative, the speaker may have diffiequally (La Roche, 2012). Lionel La culty integrating.
Roche, a French immigrant and
cross cultural trainer, states that
Thus, it is very important for English
many recent immigrants to Canada instructors to teach their students
are highly educated with strong
how to make their language more
technical skills but may have troueffective in the Canadian context.
ble getting or keeping a job if they
Below is a summary of many great
lack soft skills. In one of his talks,
Continued on page 4
La Roche gives the example of
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What is Professional Development?
By

Sandra Powell

Professional development: one of the cornerstones of TESL Nova Scotia’s mission.

MSVU. I have to produce a teaching dossier to
submit to the department. It’s a lot of work for
not much visible reward, but going through the
Too often, we interpret “professional developprocess has been valuable because it made me
ment” as meaning “learning from experts.” As
think about professional development. I had a
professionals, we have to keep up with developfew “oh yeah…” moments where I appreciated
ments in our field, continually updating our
the true value of my work and felt proud of myeducation and training. Read an article. Attend
self for what I had created. And I had more than
a webinar. Go to the conference and attend the
a few moments of frustration where I realized
sessions of the invited speakers.
that I can’t really award myself credit for learnOf course, these are all good things to do.
ing something that I haven’t yet incorporated
Learning is good and keeps us intellectually
into my practice. That learning was valuable to
stimulated. Experts have valuable insights to
me, but I haven’t yet produced anything valucontribute. But the truth is, you have not devel- able based on it.
oped as a professional by taking in information
A professional has expertise in his or her field,
and listening.
by definition. That’s what it means to be a proYou develop as a professional when you create fessional. So what have you done with your
something with your expertise and when you
expertise? What have you created? Have you
contribute to the profession.
extended your repertoire of teaching techniques? Applied insights about your students
The problem with thinking of professional deand their learning process to teach better, or to
velopment as keeping up with new developcreate the conditions for better learning at your
ments in the field is that it suggests that develinstitution? Have you shared ideas with colopment of the field belongs to others. As proleagues, or educated those outside the profesfessionals, we ARE the field. Developments in
sion about language learning?
the field are what we produce, not what is
handed down to us from experts who somehow One of the wonderful things about our professtand above the profession.
sion of language teaching is that use of lanI am currently engaged in going through a 3year review of my appointment to teach parttime courses in the M.Ed. program at SMU and

Sandra Powell teaches Pedagogical Grammar to M.Ed. students at Saint Mary’s University and Mount Saint Vincent University.
She works with international students at The
Language Centre, Saint Mary’s University.

pastimes in our professional practice, enriching
our classrooms and delighting our students. So
what are your special talents, and how have you
brought them into your professional practice?
Are you engaged in learning a new language,
and reflecting on your own experience as a language learner? Have you extended your experience in crossing or bridging cultures? How did
that experience enrich your approach to language teaching and learning?
If you have been participating in those webinars
or attending conferences to learn, what have
you taken away, and how have you used it in
your professional practice? Have you presented
at a conference, or put together a workshop for
your own workplace? If not, perhaps the best
professional development for you might be to
take that next step.
When we think about professional development, let’s not think of ourselves only in the role
of students, receiving knowledge that is developed elsewhere by experts and handed down to
us in professional development sessions. Think
of your own professional development as what
you are producing and contributing to the field.
You’re an expert! Tell yourself, your colleagues,
and the world what you can do.

guage extends through so many human activiSandra Powell
ties. We can deploy skills and special knowledge
May 2016
developed in the pursuit of our passions and
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TESL NS Spring
Conference
Saturday, May 14
Acadia University

The 2016 Spring Conference will
be held at Acadia University on
Saturday, May 14. The program
will include presentations, workshops and networking opportunities. We are pleased to announce
that Nova Scotia’s Minister of
Immigration, Lena Metlege Diab,
will be speaking at the conference.

TESL NS SPRING CONFERENCE
PROGRAM

Saturday 9:15-4:00
Patterson Hall

For further details regarding times,
locations and parking see:
https://teslns.com/conference/2016-springconference/2016-spring-conference-program/
https://teslns.com/conference/2016-spring-conference/

Have you registered yet?
Visit teslns.com for more details
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strategies that Language Foundations
(languagefoundations.ca) provides for teachers.
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5. To make a request sound less authoritative

Transforming statements into questions will help
make a request sound less authoritative. This is especially important in the Canadian context where colUsing a warning phrase will signal to the listener that leagues and friends are equals.
bad news or a disagreement may be coming. A warning phrase can give a calm and positive tone to a dis
Instead of saying “Print off that docuagreement.
ment.” say “Why don’t you print off that
document?”

Actually,

Instead of saying “Make a new timesheet.”

To be honest,
say “Can you make a new timesheet?”

I’m afraid,

Instead of saying “This dish is dirty.” say
“Was this dished washed?”
2. To bring up a problem
With this in mind, if instructors notice their students
Instead of using a negative adjective, use not + a
saying something that doesn’t sound quite right, it is
positive adjective to make a problem sound less se- important to not only let them know, but also to give
vere. Adding the minimizing word “very” will soften the them a strategy to change their language to somesentence even more.
thing more appropriate. These small changes can
make a big difference in how they are perceived by

Instead of saying “That idea is bad.” say
others.
“That idea is not (very) good.”

Instead of saying “Her article was difficult However, if you disagree with everything written here,
to read.” say “Her article was not (very)
I challenge you not to say, “Honestly, I am not quite
easy to read.”
sure if this is true. These strategies might not work”.
1. To change the direction of a conversation

Use a minimizing word (a few, some, a little, a minor, a bit) to make a problem sound less severe and
more indirect.


Instead of saying “I noticed a (big) problem in your work.” say “I noticed a small
problem in your work.”

Sources:
Lionel LaRoche, Find a job in Canada - how to make it happen:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LhA3zeELPzc
Language Foundations:
http://languagefoundations.ca/resources/speech-strategies/

3. To suggest an idea
Lydia Mans is a Labour Market Language Instructor at
Using comparatives instead of superlatives will show ISANS. She teaches Soft Skills: Professional Comthat the speaker is open to other ideas. It also helps
munication, Soft Skills: Working with Others, Evening
the speaker avoid sounding like a know-it-all. Adding Classes, and several online Writing classes.
the minimizing words “I think” will soften the sentence
even more.


Instead of using a superlative: “It is best
if…” say: “(I think) it would be better if…”

4. To make a request or suggest a different idea
Using modals and we (instead of I) will make the
receiver feel like they have a choice and they aren’t
being told what to do.





Would it be possible …
Could we …
That might not work.
I think we should …
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we’ve worked to get workshops related to refugee settlement in our program for the spring conference. We’ve also
By Mary Lou Harnish
made efforts to invite “civilians” who are not part of the
profession to participate, reaching out to community sponWelcome to the latest edition of our TESL NS newsletter. sorship groups and volunteers working Syrian refugees
A big thank you goes out to Stephen Whelan, our editor,
with the idea of sharing our association’s experience and
for his perseverance in asking/begging/cajoling members to expertise with the wider community, and giving these
submit articles!
groups an opportunity to meet and network with each other.

Committee Creation

Your TESL NS Board of Directors has taken a different
route this year in carrying out our mandate. We have decided to use committees to conduct a large portion of our
business. As such, we have formed Advocacy, Bylaws,
Fall Conference, Professional Development and Spring
Conference committees. Each board member was asked to
participate on two committees. The committee members
choose how to meet (usually via an online platform), what
the priorities for the year are, develop a plan and bring it
back to the board for a final decision. Below is a summary
provided by each committee contact person.

At the conferences, we also collect donations and distribute
information about a non-profit or charity group that TESL
NS supports. Your contributions at the last conference
raised more than $80 for the Halifax Refugee Clinic, and
the Board added a donation of $100 from the association’s
General Fund. For the Spring conference, we will be accepting cash donations for the Valley Community Learning
Association http://www.vcla.ca/
Bylaws Committee (Sharon Churchill)

Bylaws are the rules by which an organization is governed.
These committees are open to any member of TESL NS. If The bylaws of TESL NS are part of a legal document regisyou have a particular interest in any of these, please feel
tered with the Nova Scotia Registry of Joint Stock Compafree to contact the committee contact person listed below.
nies. It outlines the objectives of the organization and the
rights and responsibilities of members.
Advocacy Committee (Sandra Powell)
It is the responsibility of the Bylaws Committee to ensure
In our most recent review of our bylaws, in 2014, we noted that the bylaws are being followed in all TESL NS board
that in our concern with professional development, we were proceedings, to make notes of required updates to the bynot doing much to further two of our organization’s stated laws and to prepare revisions for board and/or member apobjectives:
proval.




2.03 To support public policies and programs promoting second language teaching and learning, alert
the provincial and federal governments to the needs
of ESL students and teachers, and encourage the establishment of appropriate administrative structures
to meet these needs.
2.08 To promote public awareness of ESL and multicultural issues in order to foster intercultural understanding

The advocacy committee works on identifying issues, and
developing and advancing projects, related to these objectives.
One of the first initiatives was to encourage presentations
related to advocacy issues in our conferences. This spring,
with the needs of newly-arrived Syrian refugees in mind,

Some of the key objectives listed in the bylaws include the
following:


To form professional links with other regional associations and individuals involved or interested in
ESL teaching, and with TESL Canada, the national
organisation which links the various provincial bodies.



To support public policies and programs promoting
second language teaching and learning, alert the provincial and federal governments to the needs of ESL
students and teachers, and encourage the establishment of appropriate administrative structures to meet
these needs.

To foster scholarship, research and professional development amongst ESL educators in Nova Scotia.
Continued on page 6
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To co-ordinate the dissemination of information in
fields related to ESL learning and teaching.



To promote public awareness of ESL and multicultural issues in order to foster intercultural understanding.
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Calling All
Potential Board Members!

The complete bylaws for TESL NS can be found here:
https://teslnovascotia.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/by-laws
We have been very fortunate that TESL NS has had
-nov-2014.pdf
Fall Conference (Anna Maier)
The Fall Conference Committee is currently in the starting
stages of diligently preparing for the 2016 Fall Conference.
The conference will be held at Dalhousie University in November. We are looking forward to having yet another successful conference with a key-note speaker and a wide variety of breakout session topics that meet the needs and interests of all of our members. We hope to receive many submissions and to see first-hand what is being done in terms
of teaching practices and research in our TESL community.
We look forward to seeing you at both of our conferences
this year.

many members step up and join the board. As a volunteer group, this is vital to the strength of our organization.
We have tried to make it easier for non-Halifax area
members to participate in board business without
travelling to Halifax for our meetings. It is still a work
in progress, but we are trying various platforms, such
as Tutela’s Big Blue Button, Google Hangouts, Skype,
etc. to find what works best. You can attend meetings from your workplace, school or home!

Our membership is comprised of teachers from a
multitude of sectors. In 2014 we amended our byProfessional Development (Chris Klatecki)
Our conferences are of course the main part of our profes- laws to allow us to have ten members-at-large, in
hopes of attracting members from each and every
sional development and our spring conference is on May
th
14 at Acadia University in Wolfville. We are very excited sector we represent, so all have a voice in our organito have the Minister of Immigration, Lena Metlege Diab, as zation.
a speaker at the conference! Our fall conference will be
held in November in Halifax, so please watch for the date
and location to follow.

We have evolved to conducting much of the board’s
business at the committee level. This allows those
with a particular interest to spend their time doing
Our committee would like to accomplish several things
over the next few months. First, we are planning on adding what they most like to do.
a section to our website for teachers. This section will include helpful websites, articles and activities to be used as
resources. In addition, it will contain notices about local PD
opportunities as well as national conferences and webinars.
And secondly, we will be planning a ‘swap shop’ in September for members to get together and share teaching
ideas. These are a fun and casual way to meet other members and the bonus is that we all leave with tried and true
activities to use immediately. We will post the date on the
website shortly.
Looking forward to seeing everyone at Acadia!
Chris Klatecki

Many changes have taken place in the ESL/EAL world
here in Nova Scotia in the past few years. We have
changed the way we conduct our business, and we
need to continue to evolve to meet the new challenges. Our elections are held at our AGM at the Fall
Conference, but I encourage every member to consider putting his or her name forward to work on the
board.

